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TOWARDS AN ATTENTION-BASED VIEW OF THE
FIRM
WILLIAM OCASIO*
J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois, U.S.A.

The central argument is that firm behavior is the result of how firms channel and distribute
the attention of their decision-makers. What decision-makers do depends on what issues and
answers they focus their attention on. What issues and answers they focus on depends on the
specific situation and on how the firm’s rules, resources, and relationships distribute various
issues, answers, and decision-makers into specific communications and procedures. The paper
develops these theoretical principles into a model of firm behavior and presents its implications
for explaining firm behavior and adaptation.  1997 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking behave is one of the fundamental issues or ques-
possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, tions that define the field of strategy, its prioritiesof one out of what seem several simultaneously and concerns, and the contribution it makes topossible objects or trains of thought. Focalization,

the theory and practice of management (Rumelt,concentration of consciousness are of its essence.
It implies withdrawal from some things in order Schendel, and Teece, 1994). In particular,
to deal effectively with others . . . explaining how firms behave allows us to com-
William James (1890), The Principles of prehend whether and when firms are able toPsychology, I: 403–404 adapt to changing environments, whether they
Organizations and institutions provide the general successfully change their strategies and capabili-
stimuli and attention-directors that channelize the ties, or whether they fail to respond adequatelybehaviors of the members of the group, and to competition.that provide the members with the intermediate

Half a century ago, Herbert Simon (1947)objectives that stimulate action.
Herbert Simon (1947), Administrative Behavior, introduced a then new perspective on firm

pp. 100–101 behavior, which boldly departed from economists’
theories of rational choice and highlighted the

INTRODUCTION limits of human rationality in explaining how
firms make decisions. The limited attentional

How do firms behave? How do firms determine capability of humans—to the range of conse-
when, why, and how to respond to or anticipate quences of their actions, how these consequences
changes in their environment or internal proc- would be valued, and the scope of available
esses? Why do firms undertake some decisions alternatives—results in their bounded capacity to
and moves but not others? Explaining how firms be rational. For Simon, organizations influence

individual decision processes by allocating and
distributing the stimuli that channel the attention

Key words: attention, cognition, social structure, of administrators in terms of what selected aspects
theory of the firm of the situation are to be attended, and what
* Correspondence to: William Ocasio, Kellogg Graduate aspects are to be ignored. Firm behavior, forSchool of Management, Northwestern University, Leverone
Hall, 2001 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60208, U.S.A. Simon, is both a cognitive and a structural proc-
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ess, as decision-making in organizations is the multiple levels, this paper focuses on organi-
zational attention, the socially structured patternresult of both the limited attentional capacity of

humans and the structural influences of organi- of attention by decision-makers within an organi-
zation (Ocasio, 1995). The central argument ofzations on an individual’s attention.

Fifty years after its initial publication, this this open systems perspective (Scott, 1992) is
that to explain firm behavior is to explain howpaper aims to rediscover the central importance

of the structuring of attention in Simon’s (1947) firms distribute and regulate the attention of their
decision-makers. This idea is based on three inter-early work on administrative behavior, and update

it to incorporate our current understanding of related premises:
social structures, environmental influences, and
individual and social cognition. While the concept 1. What decision-makers do depends on what

issues and answers they focus their attentionof attention has a long history and tradition in
organization theory, it has not thus far developed on (Focus of Attention).

2. What issues and answers decision-makersinto a unified perspective on firm behavior. Dif-
ferent authors have stressed different aspects of focus on, and what they do, depends on the

particular context or situation they find them-attention allocation and structuring, but ignored
others. In particular, theories of attention have selves in (Situated Attention).

3. What particular context or situation decision-moved away from Simon’s (1947) dual emphasis
on structure and cognition to emphasize either makers find themselves in, and how they

attend to it, depends on how the firm’s rules,how attention is shaped by routines and bounded
rationality (March and Simon, 1958; Cyert and resources, and social relationships regulate and

control the distribution and allocation of is-March, 1963), or alternatively, how attention is
loosely coupled through enactment processes sues, answers, and decision-makers into speci-

fic activities, communications, and procedures(Weick, 1979) and organized anarchy (Cohen,
March, and Olsen, 1972). In the process the (Structural Distribution of Attention).
effects of the social structure on the channeling
and distribution of decision-makers’ attention This view provides an alternative explanation for

firm behavior both to theories of rational choice,have been greatly deemphasized if not entirely
lost.1 I propose to bring them back in. such as game theory and agency theory, and

theories that emphasize environmental determin-The objective of this paper is thus to explicitly
link structure and cognition into an attention- ism, such as population ecology. Furthermore,

this paper argues that a focus on the structuringbased view of the firm. It explicitly links individ-
ual information processing and behavior to the of organizational attention to explain firm

behavior is of special interest and importance fororganizational structure through the concepts of
procedural and communication channels and our understanding of strategic choice (Child,

1972). Corporate strategy, defined by Andrewsattention structures. It differs from and extends
Simon’s (1947) original formulation by providing as the pattern of decisions in a company that

determines and reveals its objectives, purposes,an explicit treatment of attentional processing
as a multilevel process shaped by individuals, or goals, produces the principal policies and plans

for achieving those goals (1971: 13), is under-organizations, and the environment. While linking
stood here as a pattern of organizational atten-
tion, the distinct focus of time and effort by1 In their book-length exposition of the garbage can model of

decision-making, March and Olsen (1976) utilize the concept the firm on a particular set of issues, problems,
of attention structures as a set of rules that constrain how opportunities, and threats, and on a particular
problems, solutions, and participants get linked in the garbage set of skills, routines, programs, projects, andcan. This generalization of the model of organized anarchy
provides an independent role for organizational structure in procedures. An attention-based view both shares
the allocation of attention, and has served as a guide in the a strong commonality with and has been influ-
preparation of this paper. Their more general model, however, enced by process-based views of strategy formu-unlike the simple model of organized anarchy, has had limited
impact on the organizational or strategic management litera- lation and firm behavior (Allison, 1971; Bower,
ture. Furthermore, unlike the arguments found in Simon 1970; Burgelman, 1983, 1994), while adding to
(1947), or the theory presented here, individual-level attention these an explicit focus on attentional processing.and information processing are absent from March and Olsen’s
(1976) formulation. The next section presents the main outline of
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an attention-based perspective and develops three important characteristic of this view of the firm
as a system of distributed attention is the relation-metatheoretical principles underlying this view of

organizations as systems of distributed attention. ship between individual and organizational-level
information processing (Corner, Kinicki, andThese principles are put to use in the subsequent

section to develop a general process model of Keats, 1994). While other perspectives on organi-
zational cognition emphasize either the sharedhow firms behave. While a full theoretical devel-

opment of the implications of an attention-based cognitions of organizational members (Schein,
1985; Daft and Weick, 1984), or those of its topview is beyond the scope of this paper, the

objective here is to provide a process-based model management team (Hambrick and Mason, 1984;
Eisenhardt, 1990), this attention-based perspectiveof how firms behave that integrates our under-

standing of cognition, organizational structure, emphasizes the distributed nature of organi-
zational decisions, actions, and cognitions (Simon,and strategy formulation. I draw upon the model

to provide a set of implications on how attentional 1947; Boland, Tenkaski, and Te’eni, 1994; Hutch-
ins, 1995). While individuals ultimately do theprocessing helps explain when, why, and how

organizations adapt to changes in their environ- attending, individual attention is situated in the
context of the firm’s activities and procedures,ment (Astley and Van de Ven, 1983; Barnett and

Carroll, 1995). The last section presents con- and these situational contexts, and the decision-
makers, issues, and answers they are linked to,clusions and reviews the contributions of this

paper. are distributed throughout the firm (March and
Olsen, 1976). In this section I develop the three
interrelated metatheoretical principles or premises,
drawn from different levels of analysis, thatORGANIZATIONS AS SYSTEMS OF

DISTRIBUTED ATTENTION underlie this perspective on how firms distribute
and regulate the attention of its decision-makers:

An attention-based theory views firms as systems
of structurally distributed attention in which the 1. At the level of individual cognition, the prin-

ciple of focus of attention links attentionalcognition and action of individuals are not pre-
dictable from the knowledge of individual charac- processing to individual cognition and behav-

ior.teristics but are derived from the specific organi-
zational context and situations that individual 2. At the level of social cognition, and building

on the perspective of Lewinian social psy-decision-makers find themselves in. Attention is
here defined to encompass the noticing, encoding, chology (Ross and Nisbett, 1991), the prin-

ciple of situated attention highlights the impor-interpreting, and focusing of time and effort by
organizational decision-makers on both (a) issues; tance of the situational context in explaining

what decision-makers attend to.the available repertoire of categories for making
sense of the environment: problems, opportuni- 3. At the organizational level, the principle of

structural distribution of attention builds onties, and threats; and (b) answers: the available
repertoire of action alternatives: proposals, rou- research and theory from organizational

decision-making, strategy formulation, andtines, projects, programs, and procedures.2 An
cognitive anthropology to explain how the
firm’s economic and social structures regulate2 This definition differs from alternative conceptions that sep-

arate attention from encoding and interpretation, with the and channel issues, answers, and decision-
former as the first of various stages in information processing makers into the activities, communications,(e.g., Corner et al., 1994). Cognitive psychologists differ in
whether they view attention as occurring only as the first stage and procedures that constitute the situational
of perception followed by encoding, or whether attentional context of decision-making.
processing is itself shaped by the encoding of information.
This paper follows both LaBerge’s (1995) model of individual
information processing and Simon’s (1947) and Weick’s
(1979) conceptualizations at the organizational level, in which

Principle 1: Focus of attentionencoding is part of attentional processing. While neither Simon
nor Weick discussed encoding directly, their respective con-
cepts of decision premises and enacted environments refer to The principle of focus of attention indicates, first,
how organizational decision-makers encode information, and that decision-makers will be selective in the is-
both concepts were considered as central parts of organi- sues and answers they attend to at any one time,zational attention.
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and second, that what decision-makers do depends their selective focus of attention, decision-makers
are limited in the number of issues and answerson what issues and answers they focus their

attention on. At the level of individual cognition, they can attend to in any particular situation, and
only those issues and answers will affect whatattentional processes focus the energy, effort, and

mindfulness of organizational decision-makers on they do (Simon, 1947).
a limited set of elements that enter into conscious-
ness at any given time. Focused attention both Principle 2: Situated attentionfacilitates perception and action towards those
issues and activities being attended to, and The principle of situated attention indicates that

what decision-makers focus on, and what theyinhibits perception and action towards those that
are not (Kahneman, 1973). At the individual do, depends on the particular context they are

located in. According to this principle, the focuslevel, the heedfulness associated with focused
attention is expressed through an elevation of of attention of individual decision-makers is trig-

gered by characteristics of the situations theyactivity in cortical neurons coding for a particular
item above the activity in neurons coding for confront themselves with, and this situated atten-

tion directly shapes individuals’ behavior (Rossdifferent items when a group of objects or ideas
are presented for information processing and Nisbett, 1991). It implies that individual

decision-makers will vary their focus of attention(LaBerge, 1995). The resulting enhanced mind-
fulness of individuals generates a selective atten- depending on the situation, and that consistency

(or variance) in attention and behavior is depen-tion on an object or idea that facilitates perception
and action towards the object or idea being con- dent more on consistency (or variance) in the

characteristics of the situation rather than charac-sidered, and away from others.
The selective focus of attention of decision- teristics of the individuals.

Cialdini and his collaborators (Cialdini, Reno,makers is ameliorated, at least in part, in the case
of routine, or well-learned activities. Shiffrin and and Kallgreen, 1990; Cialdini, Kallgreen, and

Reno, 1991) found strong evidence for the prin-Schneider (1977), on the basis of experiments
involving visual perception, distinguished ciple of situated attention in a series of field

experiments. Cialdini and his collaboratorsbetween two models of attentional processing:
controlled and automatic. Controlled processing discovered that individual decisions to litter or

not in public parks and parking garages wereis highly demanding of attentional capacity, it is
largely under the individual’s control, and is dependent on the particular situation they found

themselves in: the amount (and placement) ofstrongly dependent on activity load. Automatic
processing comes into operation without the litter, whether other individuals (confederates) lit-

tered or not, and their exposure to different writ-active control of individuals, is difficult to alter
or suppress, and is dependent on extensive long- ten signs on public codes of behavior. They

found, not surprisingly, that individuals litteredterm learning. A common example given to dis-
tinguish controlled vs. automatic attentional proc- less in litter-free environments than in littered

ones. More interestingly, they discovered thatessing is driving: a new driver utilizes controlled
processing to maneuver the vehicle and to shift littering was even less when either a single piece

of litter was found, or when litter was directlygears, actively mindful of driving; an experienced
driver utilizes automatic processing, shifting gears lined up along the curb (consistent with litter

having been previously swept). The effects ofwithout thinking about it.
The distinction between controlled and auto- exposure to public codes on littering varied

directly with the strength of association betweenmatic attentional processing also helps us to
understand the linkage between action and the the code of behavior and the antilittering norms.

Cialdini et al’s (1990, 1991) experiments indi-focus of attention. In the case of automatic proc-
essing, action is highly routinized and habitual, cate that characteristics of the situation trigger

the individual’s attention to norms of littering,as decisions are unreflexively triggered by
environmental stimuli that is ‘automatically’ and that this focus of attention directly affects

how individuals behave. Cialdini and his collabo-attended to. In the case of controlled processing,
the action of decision-makers is triggered by those rators carefully discount other alternative expla-

nations to their experimental results. For example,issues and answers they are mindful of. But given
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they found that littering decreased when the con- zational behavior as a complex network of atten-
tional processes. He emphasized the distributionfederate littered in an otherwise litter-free

environment. This result cannot be explained by and allocation of decision-making functions and
the processes whereby the organization influencesdirect social influence or modeling of the confed-

erate, but is best explained by positing that the the attention of its decision-makers. Organiza-
tional actions and decisions are seen as resultingconfederate, through his or her violation of the

norm, directly focuses the subjects’ attention on from a composite process whereby, for example,
the ‘major decisions were made neither by theantilittering norms. The overall pattern of results

(Cialdini et al., 1990, 1991) demonstrates how board nor by any officer, nor formally by any
group; they evolved through the interactions ofthe situation shapes the individuals’ focus of

attention and how, through this focus of attention, many decisions both of individuals and by com-
mittees or boards’ (Simon, 1947: 222). Forthe situation influences individuals’ actions.

The principle of situated attention operates at Simon, the firm’s economic and social structures
create, channel, and distribute the attention ofthe level of social cognition (Fiske and Taylor,

1991). This principle provides a link between decision-makers into discrete processes, and
organizational actions and decisions result fromhow individuals think and decide in any particular

situation, and how the organization and its the complex interactions among these discrete
attentional processes.environment shape the situations that individuals

find themselves in. While in the field experiments In the strategy literature, Bower’s (1970) con-
ceptual and empirical examination of investmentdescribed above the subjects react to the social

environment as manipulated by Cialdini and his decisions in a large U.S. diversified firm illus-
trates how the distribution of focus among organi-collaborators, decision-makers in organizations

react to situations as shaped by the organization zational decision-makers affects the content and
outcome of the corporate resource allocation proc-and its environment. In the case of organizational

decision-making and action, the principle of situ- ess. According to Bower, investment decisions
are best understood as an interconnected set ofated attention highlights the effects of the organi-

zational and environmental context in shaping stages in a hierarchical process. At each phase
of the process—the initiating, integrating, andindividuals’ focus of attention and action.
corporate levels—managers vary in the definition
of the situation and the issues they pay attentionPrinciple 3: Structural distribution of to. From an attentional perspective, we canattention reinterpret Bower’s framework as showing how
the attentional focus of the firm’s decision-makersThis principle indicates that the particular context

decision-makers find themselves in, and how they is distributed throughout the various stages of the
resource allocation processes, with each stageattend to it, depends on how the organization

distributes and controls the allocation of issues, containing different procedural and communi-
cation channels, and each channel producing dif-answers, and decision-makers within specific firm

activities, communications, and procedures. ferent foci of attention.
While the concept of distributed attention isAccording to this principle, attentional processes

of individual and group decision-makers are dis- implicit in past research and theory on organi-
zational decision-making and strategy formulationtributed throughout the multiple functions that

take place in organizations, with different foci of (Simon, 1947; Bower, 1970; March and Olsen,
1976), its development of the linkage betweenattention in each local procedure, communication,

or activity. Each local activity within the firm organizational and individual information proc-
essing builds on more recent research by cogni-involves a set of procedures and communications,

and these procedures and communications focus tive anthropologists (Latour, 1987; Lave, 1988;
Hutchins, 1995). This research emphasizes howthe attention of decision-makers on a selected set

of issues and answers. the division of labor in social organizations
requires distributed cognition and informationThe distributed nature of attentional processing

and action within the firm is present in Simon’s processing in order to coordinate the activities of
organizational participants. According to this(1947) early formulation of an attention-based

perspective. Simon (1947: 220) describes organi- view, the cognition that takes place within social
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organizations is not reducible to the cognitive structs and mechanisms in a coherent and system-
atic fashion and to relate them to the centralproperties of individuals, but results from the

organization of communications and procedures organizing concept of organizational attention.3
The fundamental components of the model are:in which social cognition takes place. For

example, Hutchins (1995) uses ethnographic (1) the environment of decision; (2) the repertoire
of issues and answers; (3) procedural and com-methods and cultural analysis to examine how

the computations required for ship navigation are municational channels—the firm’s situated activi-
ties, communications and procedures; (4) thedistributed among crew members performing dif-

ferent procedures and employing different arti- firm’s attention structures—its rules of the game,
players, structural positions, and resources; (5)facts and equipment. Human cognition in general,

and attentional processing in particular, is not a decision-makers; and (6) organizational moves.
The solid lines in Figure 1 provide a set ofshared activity of a collective mind, but one

that is distributed throughout the various concrete mechanisms (1a, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5b, and
5c) that link the constructs of the model to theprocedures and which reflects both existing tech-

nology and the social structure of the organization three principles of an attention-based view:
(Hutchins, 1995).

1. Focus of attention: (5b) Decision-makers focus
their attention on a limited set of issues and
answers; (5c) the issues and answers theyA MODEL OF SITUATED ATTENTION

AND FIRM BEHAVIOR attend to and enact determines what they do.
2. Situated attention: The attention of decision-
makers is situated in the firm’s proceduralThis section presents an imaginative model of

situated attention in firms to explain how firms and communication channels. The situational
context of these channels includes: (1a) thebehave. The model incorporates the three prin-

ciples of an attention-based view of the firm, environmental stimuli for decision-making; (2)
the embodiment of issues and answers in cul-described above, into an integrated framework,

as shown in Figure 1. The model presents not a tural symbols, artifacts, and narratives; and
(5a) the interactions among participants in thefull-fledged theory of firm behavior, but a set of

constructs and a set of mechanisms relating these channel. The context and characteristics of the
firm’s procedural and communication channelsconstructs, that outline how attentional processing

at the individual, social cognitive, and organi- interact to shape the availability and saliency
of the repertoire of issues and answers (3).zational levels interact to shape firm behavior.

The constructs and mechanisms here are grounded 3. Structural distribution of attention; The rules,
resources, players, and social positions of thein exiting cognitive, structural, cultural, and strat-

egy process perspectives on firm behavior. The firm generate a distributed focus of attention
among decision-makers participating in thecontribution of the model is to link these con-
firm’s procedural and communication channels.
The distribution of issues, answers, and
decision-makers within the various channels
depends on how these attention structures: (4a)
generate a set of values that order the impor-
tance and relevance of issues and answers;
(4b) channel and distribute decision-making
into a concrete set of communications and

3 The contributions of the model, and the paper more gener-
ally, to understanding firm behavior can best be described as
a form of architectural innovation (Henderson and Clark,
1990), where existing components (in this case the principles,
constructs, and mechanisms presented here), many widely
accepted in strategic management and organizational theory,

Figure 1. Model of situated attention and firm others adapted from cognitive science, sociology, and anthro-
pology, are combined into a new configuration.behavior
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procedures; (4c) provide decision-makers with organizational practices and decision-making
(Barnard, 1938):a structured set of interests and identities that

shape their understanding of the situation and
motivate their actions. Mechanism 1a: (Environmental stimuli ). In

any specific communication or procedural
channel, physical, economic, and institutionalThe dotted lines show additional mechanisms, not

directly part of the model of firm behavior, of factors both external and internal to the firm
impinge upon the environment of decision andhow the firm as a cultural and social system is

shaped by the environment of action, (1b) and provide a set of stimuli for decision-making.
(1c), and how the environment of decision is
shaped by previous organizational moves (6). While the environment of decision provides the

raw inputs into decision-making, this paper fol-Note that the numbering of the mechanisms does
not reflect temporal order, but the presentation lows Weick’s (1979) conception of an attention-

based view in emphasizing the enactment of thesequence of the constructs of the model. Tem-
poral order is reflected, to a first approximation, environment in the stimuli that is actually

attended to. The environment of decisions is ofby the placement, from left to right, of the origins
of the lines representing the various mechanisms. infinite complexity and firms are bounded in their

capacity to attend to all (or even most) environ-The firm in this model is an open social system
where, through attentional processing and mental stimuli that impinge, directly or indirectly,

upon any particular situation. Consequently,decision-making, the inputs from the environment
of decision are transformed by the organization decision-makers are selective in those aspects of

the environment of decisions that they attend to,into a set of outputs—the organizational moves.
In this model, I represent the elements of the as different environmental stimuli are noticed,

interpreted, and brought into conscious consider-firm’s social systems—its culture, structure, proc-
esses, and individuals—by the repertoire of issues ation. Through the enactment of issues and

answers, described below, decision-makers selec-and answers, the attention structures, the pro-
cedural and communication channels, and the tively restrict their attention to a limited set of

stimuli, while ignoring others.decision-makers. In the remainder of this section,
I present the constructs of this model and discuss
the mechanisms that shape attentional processing Environmental influences on organizationaland firm behavior. structures and cognition

With regard to cognitive processes, contemporaryEnvironment of decision cultural and institutional perspectives highlight
the treatment of cognitive schemas, symbols, andThe environment of decision (Barnard, 1938),

represented by the enclosed background in Figure systems of meaning as external and objective to
individual decision-makers (Douglas, 1986;1, encompasses the multiple material, social, and

cultural factors, both internal and external to the Swidler, 1986; DiMaggio and Powell, 1991; Hut-
chins, 1995; Scott, 1995). According to this per-firm, that impinge upon any decision activity.

The myriad of elements of its external environ- spective the schemas and categories of thought
that constitute the available repertoire of issuesment include economic and financial markets

(competitors, customers, and suppliers), tradable and answers are products of cultural and insti-
tutional processes at varying levels of theresources (raw materials, labor, and capital), tech-

nology, and institutional rules (government laws environment of decision, including the world sys-
tem, economic sectors, organizational fields,and regulations, professional norms, industry

benchmarks). Note that the diverse elements of organizations, and organizational subsystems
(Scott, 1995). While a discussion of how thesethe firm itself, including the results of past organi-

zational moves (March and Simon, 1958; Cyert cultural and institutional processes operate is
beyond the scope of this paper, for our purposesand March, 1963), are an integral part of the

firm’s environment of decision. In an attention- it suffices to point out how the repertoire of
issues and answers is a product of these culturalbased view the firm’s environment of decisions

provides the raw stimuli for the structuring of and institutional proecsses (Swidler, 1986):
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Mechanism 1b: (Cultural and institutional of cultural products embodied in organizational
artifacts (Hutchins, 1995; Schein, 1985; Swidler,tool kits). Cultural and institutional processes,

at varying levels of the environment, provide 1986). As cultural products, issues are reflected in
the technology, physical space and arrangements,decision-makers with a repertoire or ‘tool kit’

of issues and answers from which to con- archives, documents, stories, vocabulary, and nar-
ratives that are part of organizational memorystruct actions.
(Walsh and Ungson, 1991). Here I would like to
highlight how the embodiment of issues andAgain, while it is beyond the scope of this paper

to discuss how the environment shapes the internal answers in cultural products and artifacts
increases their availability (Kahneman and Tver-organizational structures—its rules, resources, and

social relationships—suffice it to say that these sky, 1974) for attentional processing. In parti-
cular, the firm’s cultural products and artifactsstructures are themselves embedded in the economic,

social and institutional environment of the firm: are used in concrete activities, procedures, inter-
actions, and communications of the firm.

Mechanism 1c: (Environmental embedded-
ness). The firm’s rules, resources, and social Mechanism 2: (Embodiment of issues and

answers). Issues and answers are embodied inrelationships are embedded in, and shaped by,
the firm’s economic, social, and institutional the cultural products and artifacts used to

construct the firm’s activities and communi-environment.
cations.

Issues and answers
Procedural and communication channelsIssues and answers are the cultural and cognitive

repertoire of schemas available to decision-makers The situated and distributed characteristics of
attentional processing emphasize how the firm’sin the firm to make sense of (issues), and to respond

to (answers) environmental stimuli. The issues con- organization creates for individual decision-
makers a set of situational contexts in whichfronted by the firm constitute the cognitive categor-

ies of problems, opportunities, and threats that make attention and action take place. I have termed
these situational contexts procedural and com-up the agenda of the firm, which are then available

to organizational decision-makers to respond to or munication channels.4 Procedural and communi-
cation channels are the formal and informal con-to ignore (Dutton and Jackson, 1987; Jackson and

Dutton, 1988). Organizational decision-makers pos- crete activities, interactions, and communications
set up by the firm to induce organizationalsess a cultural repertoire of possible schemas for

the problems and opportunities that have been decision-makers to action on a selected set of
issues. They are termed concrete by virtue ofencountered in the past, both by the organization

and in its environment. Decision-makers also possess their material existence, and specific location in
time and space. They include formal and informala cultural repertoire of answers or action alternatives

that can deal with a wide variety of issues, problems, meetings, reports (e.g., action memoranda, quar-
terly and annual reports, customer satisfactionand opportunities in the firm (March and Simon,

1958). This repertoire of answers is encoded in surveys, costs accounts) and administrative proto-
cols (e.g., personnel evaluations, budgetary andschemas used by organizational decision-makers to

describe and understand the standard operating pro- capital appropriations requests, requests for
proposals). Sutton and Hargadon (1996) exam-cedures (Cyert and March, 1963), organizational

structures and routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982), ined one particular type of procedural and com-
munication channel used in the product design,and cultural ‘tool kit’ of plans and programs

(Swidler, 1986) available as possible solutions to
any problem or opportunity confronted by the firm. 4 The term action channel (Allison, 1971) is equivalent to the

concept of procedural and communication channels that I use
here. I have settled for the composite term over the simplerEmbodiment of issues and answers one of action channels, first because it is less abstract, and
second to connote that both procedures and communications,Issues and answers constitute both a set of cogni- either independently or jointly, create the situational contexts
under which attention takes place.tive schemas and scripts for action and a set
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the brainstorming session, and how it shapes the of these dimensions affects what decision-makers
focus their attention on by increasing the avail-firm’s access to the issues and answers. More

generally, Yates (1989) has analyzed the histori- ability and saliency of certain issues and answers,
and decreasing others. For instance, whether acal use of development of different genres of

communications and procedures in large U.S. committee meeting is held in headquarters
location, in a manufacturing plant, or in a res-corporations—including the report, the committee

meeting, and the memo—and their role in con- taurant affects the saliency of particular issues
and answers; a plant location is likely to maketrolling the flow of information and decision-

making. manufacturing and production issues and answers
more salient, while off-site locations are oftenBy focusing the attention of decision-makers,

procedural and communication channels are a used to invoke the generation of novel issues and
answers and to challenge prevailing ones. Thecritical part of the firm’s attention allocation and

serve as conduits for the processing of issues and duration and the agenda of the meeting affect
which issues are considered and how much timeanswers in the making of organizational moves.

The particular form and characteristics of the and energy are devoted to the generation of
answers.firm’s procedural and communication channels

significantly impact when, whether, and how As I discuss in the next subsection, the atten-
tion structures of the firm channel specificdecision-makers focus their attention, and how

the attention of various decision-makers interacts decisions into specific committee meetings, and
regulate the spatial, temporal, and proceduralwithin the channel. Stinchcombe (1968) has iden-

tified three dimensions—spatial, temporal, and dimensions of any specific meeting. While it is
beyond the scope of this paper to develop aprocedural—that shape how these organizational

contexts focus the attention of organizational theory of how the various spatial, temporal, and
procedural dimensions interact to focus the atten-decision-makers. The spatial dimensions regulate

the availability of issues and answers and their tion of decision-makers, the purpose here is to
suggest that they are important factors incommonality among decision-makers. The tem-

poral dimensions regulate the amount of time determining the availability and saliency of issues
and answers for consideration:organizational decision-makers have available to

respond (i.e., the duration of interaction and com-
munications between decision-makers and the Mechanism 3: (Availability and saliency ofdeadlines for response). The procedural dimen- issues and answers). The spatial, temporal,sions regulate the pattern and duration of attention and procedural dimensions of the firm’s com-foci to specific issues and answers available for munication and procedural channels affect theconsideration. Together, these three dimensions availability and saliency of issues and answersshape the availability and saliency (Kahneman that decision-makers will attend to.and Tversky, 1974) of issues and answers within
specific channels.

Attention structuresTake an example—a committee meeting. Its
spatial dimensions include the physical location, Attention structures (March and Olsen, 1976)

are the social, economic, and cultural structuresthe seating arrangements, the audiovisual equip-
ment and materials, and the written documents that govern the allocation of time, effort, and

attentional focus of organizational decision-available to committee members. The temporal
dimensions include the time it is held, its dur- makers in their decision-making activities. Atten-

tion structures regulate the valuation and legit-ation, and its temporal proximity to other meet-
ings and communications both of the same com- imization of issues and answers, the creation

and distribution of procedural and communicationmittees and of other groups within the
organization. The procedural dimensions include channels, and the interests and identities that

guide decision-makers’ actions and interpre-the agenda for the meeting, the formal structure
of the committee, if any, voting rules, and the tations. Four categories of attention regulators

will be examined in the conceptual model: rulesformal and informal norms that guide the duties
and responsibilities of committee members. The of the game, players, structural positions, and

resources. Together these four sets of factorsprinciple of situated attention suggests that each
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explain how firms actively regulate attention to These rules constitute a set of assumptions,
norms, values, and incentives—usually implicit—the internal and external environment of action

and how issues, answers, and decision-makers about how to interpret organizational reality, what
constitutes appropriate behavior, and how to suc-are allocated into procedural and communication

channels. These categories of attention structures, ceed. Organizational games are mixed motive
games of coordination and conflict, of cooperationwhile analytically distinct, do not work indepen-

dently but interact to organize and allocate the and contestation.6 Organizations are concurrently:
cooperative systems (Barnard, 1938), whose com-firm’s pattern of attention. Players occupy struc-

tural positions and are constrained and enabled mon purpose is the objective of collective action;
shifting political coalitions (Cyert and March,by the organizational rules of the game. They

employ the firm’s resources in their attention 1963), whose decision-makers have conflicting
interests and goals; and, arenas for contestation,processes to collectively direct what, when, and

how organizations enact and respond to the where participants compete for status, power, and
material rewards (Allison, 1971; Bower, 1970;environment.

The organization’s attention structures govern White, 1992). The rules of the game provide
both a logic of action and embody a set ofthe allocation and distribution of time, energy,

effort, and attention through three separate cultural and material values and incentives that
structure and regulate the mixed motives of coor-mechanisms. First, the firm’s rules, resources, and

social relations structure attention in organizations dination, bargaining, and contestation that occur
within diverse organizational situations.by generating a set of values that order the

legitimacy, importance, and relevance of issues The firm’s principles for action, interaction,
and interpretation are collective human construc-and answers. Second, these attention structures

channel and distribute the decision-making tions that reflect the organization’s history and
the history of its environment (Selznick, 1957;activity within the firm into a concrete set of

procedures and communications. Third, attention Fligstein, 1990). This factor greatly complicates
our understanding and explanations of firmstructures provide the decision-makers with a

structured set of interests and identities. These behavior, as rules must be historically and cul-
turally situated in the social context in whichinterests and identities generate in turn a set of

decision premises and motivations for actions. In they were derived and developed. For example,
in the case of competitive strategy and action,the remainder of the discussion of attention struc-

tures I will first describe the four categories of organizational decision-makers develop rules of
competition and anticipate, prepare for, and reactattention structures and then explicate the three

separate effects, or mechanisms, that comprise to competitors’ actions based on these rules.
These rules of competition define which competi-the structural distribution of attention.
tors must be attended to, on what basis compe-
tition take place (e.g., price, customer service,Rules of the game low costs, quality, technological innovation), and
how the firm should prepare for and respond toThe rules of the game are the formal and informal

principles of action, interaction, and interpretation competitors’ actions. The historical and socially
constructed nature of the rules of competitionthat guide and constrain decision-makers in

accomplishing the firm’s tasks and in obtaining held by organizational decision-makers implies
that whether and how a firm attends, anticipates,social status, credits, and rewards in the process.5
and responds to a particularly competitive action
will change as prevailing rules change.5 This concept of rules of the game is closely related to those For instance, Microsoft’s rapid and vigorousof organizational paradigm (Brown, 1978), conceptions of

control (Fligstein, 1990), and institutional logic (Jackall, response to Netscape’s entry and early dominance
1988). I use the term rules of the game rather than institutional
logic to stress not only the cognitive aspects of rules, but
their pragmatic and motivational implications. I use this term 6 Building on the formal theory of games, Schelling (1960)

distinguished between three forms of games: zero-sum games,rather than organizational paradigm or conceptions of control
to suggest that the rules of the game may not be fully coherent which are governed by pure conflict; coordination (or

cooperation) games, where conflict is to everyone’s disadvan-and consistent as implied by the concepts of paradigm or
conceptions of control, but are often fragmented and par- tage; and mixed motive games, where players must reconcile

their instrumental ambitions with the gains from cooperation.tially contradictory.
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of Internet platforms is shaped by its rules of thermore, the firm’s CEO is typically a player in
that meeting, who shapes the attention ofcompetition in the computer industry. According

to Microsoft’s CEO, Gates (1995), its biggest decision-makers, through his or her power and
social influence over the board (Wade, O’Reilly,competitive challenge is to become the first com-

pany in the industry to exploit successfully suc- and Chandratat, 1990; Westphal and Zajac, 1995).
The CEO is not a decision-maker in that specificcessive shifts in dominant computer technology.

This rule, and the example of IBM, and its initial channel, being neither present in the meeting nor
a committee member.failure to enact accurately the implications of the

personal computer, has driven Microsoft to focus I also distinguish players from the structural
positions they occupy (see below). Players havemany of its strategic efforts and technology devel-

opment resources to Internet projects. an effect to the extent that they have some discre-
tion over the enactment of the structural position
and can bring their own personal set of skills,Players beliefs, and values to those positions. Players
exert control over decision-makers through theirAn important component of the firm’s attention

regulation are individuals and groups of individ- individual and structural sources of power. Note
that the distinction between players and positionsuals who are the players in the organizational

game. Players affect the firm’s attention regu- is at the heart of debates over managerial discre-
tion. Here, we argue that managers (and otherlation through the specific skills, beliefs, and

values they bring to the firm (March and Olsen, influential players) have a discretionary role in
influencing firm attention and behavior (Hambrick1976). The most critical players in attention regu-

lation are typically the CEO and the top man- and Finkelstein, 1987).
Players provide an entrepreneurial function inagement group (Hambrick and Mason, 1984;

Hambrick, 1994). Other actors and groups of the allocation of attention in organizations. Play-
ers may influence the structuring of organizationalactors both internal and external to the firm may

constitute significant players including middle and attention either by affecting the generation and
valuation of any of the component issues,divisional management, workers and their union

representatives, active board members, major cus- answers, or procedural and communication chan-
nels, or by regulating the structure of linkagestomers and suppliers, institutional investors, fi-

nancial analysts, consultants and, more recently, between them. Note that the players’ sources
of extraorganizational influence are not alwaysthe business press.

In explaining the influence of players we dis- beneficial to the firm’s performance nor are they
a source for change. Players often become com-tinguish the concept of players first from that of

decision-makers and second from the structural mitted to prevailing organizational structures and
strategies, and their personal interests, values,positions they occupy. Decision-makers are the

concrete social actors that participate in the firm’s and orientations may come into conflict with the
organization’s purpose (Selznick, 1957).procedural and communication channels. Players

are structurally autonomous social actors or
groups of actors (Burt, 1982) which, through their Structural positionssocial influence, power, and control, influence
and regulate the decision and activities of other Structural positions are the roles and social iden-

tifications that specify (a) the functions and orien-decision-makers. Not all decision-makers are
players, and in a particular situation players who tations of decision-makers, and (b) their inter-

relationships with other structural positionsare not decision-makers may influence a particular
organizational action or move. For example, the internal and external to the firm. Structural posi-

tions interact with the rules of the game to pro-members of the compensation committee of a
firm’s board of directors who participate in a vide decision-makers with the interests, values,

and identities that regulate how they think andparticular meeting constitute the decision-makers
in that particular procedural and communication act in organizations. Structural positions and

relationships arise from the division of labor bothchannel. But not all the participants are players,
as some may have little autonomous influence within and between organizations. In large mod-

ern business enterprises, specialized structural po-over the committee’s actions of decisions. Fur-
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sitions have been developed to attend to the alternatives considered by organizational decision-
makers in making decisions and enacting moves.numerous and diverse aspects of the organi-

zation’s environment. The emergence of structural Resources are the tangible and intangible assets
utilized in the construction of organizationalpositions of middle and upper management is

associated with an increase in the specialization moves. The repertoire of answers is shaped, but
not fully determined, by existing organizationalof function in attending to changes in customers,

technologies, competitors, and markets (Chandler, resources. The schemas used by organizational
decision-makers to characterize and describe1962, 1976).

Structural positions provide a source of differ- existing resources are part of the repertoire of
action alternatives considered. But alternativeentiated attention to different aspects of the

organization’s environment (Lawrence and answers are often considered, such as answers
developed by competing firms, that may not beLorsch, 1967) and allow their occupants to focus

their time and effort on certain problems and on part of the firm’s existing resources. Conse-
quently, translating answers selected by organi-certain solutions, and to ignore others. Structural

positions not only serve to differentiate organi- zational decision-makers into organizational
moves requires that either existing resources bezational attention, they also provide structures

for their integration. Structural positions shape deployed or that new resources be acquired or
developed.bargaining, coordination, and contestation within

organizations. Structural positions provide for a
system of hierarchical authority in organizations The valuation of issues and answersthat allows conflicts over subunit goals to be
resolved and resources to be mobilized. A principal mechanism by which attention struc-

tures govern and distribute the attentional focus
of decision-makers is through the valuation andResources legitimization of issues and answers. Among the
large repertoire of issues and answers availableFirm resources are defined as the set of tangible

and intangible assets that allow the firm to per- to decision-makers for consideration, decision-
makers are more likely to consider and to attendform its activities and to produce its goods and

services (Wernerfelt, 1984). Firm resources are those with greater legitimacy, value, and rel-
evance to the organization. The valuation andembedded in the organization’s routines and capa-

bilities (Nelson and Winter, 1982) and provide rank ordering of the repertoire of issues and
answers result from the cultural, social, and eco-the organization with the collective skills to per-

form a wide variety of tasks. In the model, firm nomic structures that govern attention in organi-
zation.resources are the human, physical, technological,

and financial capital available to the firm at any The rules of the game play a critical role in
the allocation of value and legitimacy to themoment in time for its objectives.7 The set of

firm resources comprises its distinctive com- repertoire of issues and answers. These rules
embody the organizational identity and purposepetencies and inimitable assets (Selznick, 1957;

Rumelt,1984) which provide a primary source of (Andrews, 1971; Barnard, 1938; Selznick, 1957;
Dutton and Dukerich, 1991) and provide centralthe firm’s competitive advantage, as well as other

nondistinctive resources whose yield may be at guiding concepts that legitimate both the issues
and problems that firms consider and the appro-or below the competitive return.

It is important to distinguish the concept of priateness of the answers and responses to those
issues and problems. The rules of the gameanswers from that of resources in the model and

the relationship between them and organizational embody the set of cultural and material values
and incentives that structure the coordination, bar-moves. Answers are the cognitive schemas of
gaining, and contestation that occur within diverse
organizational situations. These values and incen-7 This definition of resources is more narrow than in some

resource-based views of the firm (e.g., Barney, 1991). Note tives specify the system of social and economic
that this paper seeks to explain firm behavior in any specific rewards and recognition obtained by organi-
situation, while resource-based views, to the extent that they zational decision-makers in their interactions anddirectly or indirectly address firm behavior, typically refer to
behavior across multiple situations. links these rewards to specific issues and answers.
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This set of incentives regulates the attention of nels are created, what specific agendas and pro-
cedures are utilized, and where they are locatedorganizational decision-makers so as to recognize

and resolve those issues and activities most highly in time and place, are regulated by the firm’s
rules of coordination and contestation (Simon,valued by the firm.

While the rules of the game play are central, 1947), by the division of labor inherent in the
firm’s resources and structural positionsthe allocation of values, legitimacy, and relevance

of issues and answers is a joint product of the (Henderson and Clark, 1990; Chandler, 1962),
and by the power and influence of organizationalfirm’s rules, positions, players and resources. The

principle of structural distribution of attention players (Jackall, 1988). For example, the diverse
structural positions of the firm generate a sethighlights how the values, legitimacy, and rel-

evance of the various issues and answers are not of quasi-independent channels for the specific
decisions including cash management, inventoryuniform throughout the firm, but are distributed

according to the division of labor. The structural control, budgeting, investment analysis, market-
ing, product design, human resource management,positions interact with the rules of the game so

that issues and answers are differentially valued performance evaluation, and strategic planning,
among others. More generally, these structuralthroughout the firm. Different values are assigned

to different issues and answers according to the positions interact with the rules of the game,
the firm resources, and organizational players tostructural position held by decision-makers. Play-

ers and resources also play a role in the determi- regulate the allocation of the diverse decision-
making activities throughout the firm:nation of values. Players are involved in selling

of issues, answers, and agenda building through-
out the various functions of the firm (Dutton, Mechanism 4b: (The channeling of decision-

making). The firm’s attention structures chan-1988). Answers and solutions embedded in
organizational resources are more likely to be nel and distribute the decision-making activi-

ties of the firm into a set of procedural andhighly valued and legitimate than other answers.
Attentional and resource constraints bias the firm communication channels.
in the direction of continuing exploitation and
development of existing resources and routines, The structuring of interests and identitiesrather than in the development of new ones
(March, 1991). Consequently: A structural perspective on the distribution of

attention highlights the role of attention structures
in providing the interests and identities that moti-Mechanism 4a: (The valuation of issues and

answers). The firm’s attention structures gov- vate action and that provide decision-makers with
the premises for decisions (Simon, 1947). First,ern the valuation and legitimization of the

repertoire of issues and answers available to the organizational rules of the game provide the
normative frames and systems of interests anddecision-makers. These values are not uniform

throughout the firm but are differentiated identities that motivate action and interpret mean-
ing in organizational situations. These interestsaccording to the division of labor inherent in

the firm’s rules, positions, players, and and identities shape the enactment of issues by
specifying how the environment of action is toresources.
be interpreted by organizational decision-makers
and which elements of the environment are criti-The channeling of decision-making cal to the organizational game. Second, players
structure interests and identities through their net-The principle of structural distribution of attention

suggests that the firm’s rules, players, structural work of connections with organizational decision-
makers (Burt, 1982). Structural perspectives onpositions, and resources allocate the decision-

making activities of the firm into a concrete set action highlight the role of players and networks
in structuring incentives and influencing percep-of procedural and communication channels. Firms

establish a wide variety of channels to collect tions. Third, structural positions provide for a
source of variation in the interests and identitiesinformation, measure human, physical, and fi-

nancial inputs, monitor outcomes, control resource of decision-makers. In any situation, decision-
makers who hold different structural positionsmobilization, and make decisions. Which chan-
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will have different interests and social iden- identities that shape which issues and answers
become more salient. Who participates in atifications (March and Simon, 1958; White,

1992). Finally, the deployment of firm resources decision process shapes which issues and answers
are attended to, and consequently what decision-entails a distribution of human capital, with the

interests of decision-makers dependent on the makers do (March and Olsen, 1976):
degree to which their human capital is associated
with the various resources of the firm. Together,
the rules, players, positions, and resources of Mechanism 5a: (The structuring of

participation). Decision-making is the productthe firm structure the interests and identities that
decision-makers face in any situation: of interactions among participants in the firm’s

procedural and action channels. The structur-
ing of participation is, in turn, conditional onMechanism 4c: (The structuring of interests

and identities). The firm’s attention structures the time, energy, interests, and identities of
organizational decision-makers, and on theprovide decision-makers with a structured sys-

tem of interest and identities to motivate their demands placed on decision-makers by alter-
native channels.action and to structure their decision premises.

The enactment of issues and answersDecision-makers
Decision-makers are the concrete individuals who At the organizational level, the focusing of atten-

tion of decision-makers creates a concentrationjointly participate, within any specific procedural
and communication channel, in the enactment of of their energy and effort on a limited set of

issues and answers. Through the social construc-the environment and the social construction of
organizational moves. In an attention-based view tion and enactment of issues organizational

decision-makers selectively restrict their attentionof the firm, decision-makers attend to the environ-
ment of action, the inputs of decision-making, to a limited set of stimuli in the complex environ-

ment of action, while ignoring others. Decision-and through their attentional processing se-
lectively construct the mental models that result makers are not passive recipients of environmen-

tal stimuli, but active creators of the environmen-in organizational moves, the output of decision-
making. Decision-makers are situated in the firm’s tal stimuli that they impose upon their actions:

‘enactment emphasize[s] that managers construct,procedural and communication channels, the con-
crete location in time and space where attentional rearrange, single out, and demolish many of the

“objective” features of their surroundings’processing occurs.
(Weick, 1979: 164).
This paper extends Weick’s concept of enact-The structuring of participation ment by highlighting how the principles of an

attention-based view interact to shape attentionalThe focusing of attention in social organizations
emerges from the social interactions among the processing and the enactment of the environment.

First, decision-makers will be selective in theirdecision-makers who participate in any specific
situation. Organizations are not unitary actors, but focus of attention to issues and answers. Second,

attentional processing is situated in the firm’sare comprised of multiple decision-makers, with
distinct identities, interests, and social positions procedural and communication channels. This

situational context shapes the enactment of the(Cyert and March, 1963). The focusing of atten-
tion in organizations is thereby conditional on environment by increasing the availability and

saliency of certain issues and answers, relative towhether, when, and how decision-makers partici-
pate in the firm’s procedural and communication others, and by the interaction among participants

in the channel. The structures of attention shapechannels. Participation is in turn conditional on
the time, energy, and effort of decision-makers, the enactment of the environment through the

channeling of decision-making activity to specificand on the attentional demands on their time
from other channels. Participants bring to any channels, through the valuation of issues and

answers, and through the structuring of interestsspecific activity or situation knowledge of alterna-
tive issues and answers, as well as interests and and identities of decision-makers. These prin-
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ciples interact to shape the enactment of issues and timing of other organizational moves. Note,
however, that moves may or may not beand answers by decision-makers:
implemented and lead to strategic change. For
example, the adoption of strategic plans by aMechanism 5b: (Enactment of issues and

answers) Decision-makers will enact the firm’s executive committee is an organization
move. Its implementation requires a myriad ofenvironment of decisions by focusing their

attention on a limited number of issues of subsequent moves by organizational decision-
makers.answers. This attentional focus is shaped both

by characteristics of the situation—the avail-
ability and saliency of issues and answers (3) The selection of organizational movesand the interactions among participants within
the channel (5a)—and by the structural deter- The principle of focus of attention implies that

the selection of organizational moves depends onminants of attention—the values, legitimacy,
and relevance accorded to the various issues the issues and answers that decision-makers

attend to. Two interrelated aspects are of parti-and answers (4a) and the structured interests
and identities of decision-makers. cular importance to understanding how the focus-

ing of issues and answers shapes a firm’s strategic
behavior and the selection of organizationalThis repertoire of available issues and answers is

invoked not just in the case of routine situations moves. First, the enactment of issues and answers
entails both passive attention to the environmentor standard operating procedures, but is applied

to novel situations by seeking analogies and areas and active preparation and focusing of energy and
effort. Recent cognitive research has emphasizedof commonality with past situations, activities,

and events in the firm (March and Olsen, 1976; preparation as one of the principal manifestations
of attentional processing (LaBerge, 1995). TheWeick, 1979).
preparatory manifestation of attention operates by
directing attention to a particular stimulus priorOrganizational moves to the time that stimulus occurs and facilitates
speed and accuracy of perception and action.Organizational moves are the output of attentional

processing and decision-making which is situated Preparatory attention is driven by the importance
and relevance of issues and answers and by thein procedural and communication channels.

Organizational moves are the myriad of actions interests and identities of decision-makers.
Decision-makers will direct their attention toundertaken by the firm and its decision-makers

in response to or in anticipation of changes in its environmental stimuli associated with highly
valued issues and answers and which serves toexternal and internal environment. Organizational

moves include both implicit and explicit decisions enhance their interests and identities.
Second, decision-makers’ enactment of the is-made by the organization and its decision-makers,

as a result of both controlled and automatic atten- sues and answers is situated in the firm’s pro-
cedural and communication channels and maytional processes. Organizational moves encompass

both exchanges of resources and information with vary across them. For example, the environment
may be enacted in terms of long-term competitivethe firm’s external environment as well as

changes in the firm’s own resources and attention opportunities and threats in the firm’s strategic
plans, and in terms of short-term cash flow con-structures. I use the concept of organizational

move instead of the more common concept of siderations in its investment processes. Who par-
ticipates in procedural and communication chan-organizational decision for several reasons:

organizational moves include both the plans for nels and the structures that regulate them
determine what issues and answers are utilizedactions implied in an organizational decision and

the actions themselves; the concept of moves in specific channels. According to the theory
proposed here, firms may not be consistent acrosshighlights how they are shaped by the rules of

the games, its players, structural positions, and channels and situations to the specific aspects of
the environment they pay attention to and mayprocedural and communication channels; and the

term connotes how moves are interdependent and vary in the specific moves they undertake. Conse-
quently:are shaped and affected by the context, order,
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Mechanism 5c: (Selection of organizational procedural and communication channels, and in
the spatial and temporal order in which thesemoves). Decision-makers will select among

alternative organizational moves depending on processes take place, may have significant impacts
upon the focus of attention of decision-makerswhich issues and answers they attend to. The

attention to issues and answers results both and the subsequent organizational moves.
The importance of contingencies in situatedfrom passive response to environmental stimuli

and preparatory attention and effort and will attention in explaining organizational adaptation
and behavior is also a central insight of thevary depending on the procedural and com-

munication channel where decision-making is garbage can model of decision-making (Cohen et
al., 1972; March and Olsen, 1976). The role ofsituated.
situational contingencies in the current formu-
lation of an attention-based perspective differs,Finally, organizational moves, the output of the

firm decision-making process, become part of the however, from the garbage can model in two
ways. First, as stated earlier, and consistent withfirm’s environment of decision and are an input

into the construction of subsequent moves: Cialdini’s research findings (Cialdini et al., 1990,
1991), the contingencies shape decision-making
by shaping the focus of attention and cognitiveMechanism 6: (Effects on subsequent moves).

Organizational moves, once enacted, become processing of individual decision-makers. Second,
the current formulation highlights the importancepart of the firm’s environment of decision and

are inputs to the construction of subsequent of rules, norms, and procedural dimensions
associated with a firm’s procedural and communi-organizational moves.
cation channels.
(2) Inertia, inappropriate change, or success-

ful adaptation may result from situated attentionalCHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
FOR EXPLAINING FIRM BEHAVIOR processes. An attention-based view of the firm

suggests that a firm’s ability to adapt to a chang-AND ADAPTATION
ing environment is contingent on the firm’s enact-
ment of its environment, and on its ability toOne of the critical issues in strategy to which

the model can be applied is whether and how focus the attention of its decision-makers on the
appropriate issues and answers. The determinationfirms adapt to changing environments. In summa-

rizing how an attention-based view of the firm of inertia and adaptation in an organization
remains a central debate in the study of organi-explains organizational adaptation, and more gen-

erally how firms behave, the following character- zations and firm behavior (Astley and Van de
Ven, 1983; Barnett and Carroll, 1995). Unlikeistics are highlighted that differentiate the current

theory from alternative explanations of firm adap- either theories based on rationality or theories
based on environmental determinism, an atten-tation and behavior.

(1) Small contingencies in the firm’s pro- tion-based view of the firm provides a unified
process-based explanation for the conflictingcedural and communication channels may sig-

nificantly change organizational adaptation and findings of both inertia and successful adaptation
in organizations. An attention-based view impliesbehavior. An attention-based view of the firm

implies that the ability of the firm to adapt suc- that whether and how firms adapt to a changing
environment is not a foregone conclusion butcessfully to a changing environment is conditional

on whether the firm’s procedural and communi- results from specific contingencies arising from
the respective firm’s procedural and communi-cation channels focus the attention of organi-

zational decision-makers on an appropriate set of cation channels and attention structures. This is
an improvement over the current state of theoriz-issues and answers. An attention-based view

opens the black box of the firm to highlight the ing where different theories are applied to explain
different outcomes, but no unified theoreticalimportance of situated attentional processes in

selectively focusing decision-makers’ attention. framework incorporated disparate outcomes.
An attention-based view of the firm extendsConsistent with the principle of situated attention,

small differences, or contingencies, in the spatial, the explanations of firm adaptation offered by
Weick’s (1979) perspective on organizationaltemporal, and procedural dimensions of the firm’s

firm’s procedural and communi- cation channels focus the attention of organi- zational decision-makers on an appropriate set of issues and answers
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enactment of the environment. Which of multiple 1995: 8–12). The accurate planning and perform-
ance of strategic actions and the speed of theirenacted environments are selected by the firm to

shape organizational response is conditional on execution require that individual and group
decision-makers concentrate their energy, effort,the firm’s procedural and communication channels

and its attention structures. Explaining organi- and mindfulness on a limited number of issues
and tasks. Successful strategic performancezational strategies and action requires an under-

standing of how the rules of the game, structural thereby requires the sustained focusing of atten-
tion and effort associated with controlled atten-positions and arrangements, players, and resources

interact to distribute and channel the attention of tional processing.
organizational decision-makers into specific pro-
cedural and communication channels, and to draw
upon issues and answers in organizational mem- CONCLUSIONS
ory. Further research and theoretical development
are required to explain how these interactions Fifty years after the introduction of attentional

perspectives on administrative behavior (Simon,affect firm adaptation.
(3) Both structural regularities and cognitive 1947), this paper brings back an underdeveloped

insight into Simon’s initial formulation—that torepertoires of issues and answers underlie atten-
tional processes in organizations. While both explain firm behavior is to explain how organi-

zations and their structures channel and distributestructural (Blau, 1994) and cognitive theories
(Weick, 1979, 1995) are typically presented as the attention of their decision-makers. Based on

theoretical insights and research findings fromalternative explanations for firm behavior, an
attention-based view of the firm highlights how cognitive science, social psychology, organi-

zational theory, and strategy process perspectives,both the social and economic structures of atten-
tion and the cultural and cognitive repertoire of this paper presents and develops three theoretical

principles that underlie this central insight of anissues and answers have independent influences
upon the firm’s procedural and communication attention-based view of the firm. Existing theories

of bounded rationality, enacted environments, andchannels and subsequently on the enactment of
the environment (Ocasio, 1995). Explanations of managerial cognition all share the first principle

of the theory—that what decision-makers dohow firms adapt to changes in the environment
must account for both the effects of social struc- depends on how they selectively focus their atten-

tion on certain characteristics of the organizationtures and the effects of managerial cognitions
and both effects are mediated through the firm’s and its environment, and ignore others. This paper

extends these perspectives by adding twoprocedural and communication channels.
(4) Selective focus of attention facilitates additional principles: (1) an emphasis on the

situated and variable nature of attentional proc-firm’s strategic actions. Limited attentional
capacity for nonroutine activities by organi- esses in organizations; and (2) an explicit linkage

of managerial cognition to the channeling andzational decision-makers implies that alternative
issues will compete for his or her selective atten- distribution of attention by the firm’s social, eco-

nomic, and cultural structures. While a carefultion, energy, and effort. This limited capacity
for controlled attentional processing underlies the reading of Administrative Behavior (Simon,

1947: 79–109) reveals that all three principlesimportance of strategic focus. Traditionally,
theories of bounded rationality have stressed the were present in Simon’s initial theory, later theo-

retical development moved away from these lastinhibitory aspects of selective attention, showing
how the limited attentional capability of humans two premises either towards a theory of satisficing

and bounded rationality, or towards loose coup-creates a departure from the omniscient rationality
of economic theories of choice (Simon, 1947, ling and enacted environments. This paper redis-

covers Simon’s insights and updates them to1957). But the focalization and concentration of
consciousness associated with selective attention reflect contemporary theoretical developments

and research.create adaptive properties of critical concern to
strategic activity, as they facilitate the accuracy, This paper builds upon the three theoretical

principles of an attention-based view andspeed, and sustained processing of information
in perceptual judgements and actions (LaBerge, develops a cross-level, process model of how
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firms behave—one of the fundamental issues for munication channels are linked to the capacity of
the firm to adapt to changing environments. Thethe field of strategy (Rumelt et al., 1994). This

conceptual model does not constitute a fully development and transformation of the modern
business enterprise analyzed by Chandler (1962,developed theory of firm behavior, but an initial

formulation, based on a set of theoretical con- 1976) and others can be reinterpreted as the
development of new forms of attention regulationstructs and a set of general mechanisms linking

those constructs. A central contribution of the that increase the firm’s adaptability and competi-
tiveness. Chandler focused on what we havemodel is that it highlights the importance of

procedural and communication channels in situat- called structural arrangements and procedural and
communication channels as principal componentsing the attention of decision-makers and in con-

tributing to the variations in attentional processing of what we now know as the modern multi-
business enterprise. Others (e.g., Fligstein, 1990)and the enactment of the environment. Another

important contribution is that it brings together have emphasized the changing rules of the game
(conceptions of control in Fligstein’s terms) tounder the central organizing concept of attentional

processing a wide variety of cultural, social, cog- explain the corporate transformation. This sug-
gests that an attention-based perspective may helpnitive, and economic mechanisms, at multiple

levels of analysis, that shape how firms behave. answer another important question of strategy:
what is the function of, and the value added,The complexity of the model is both a virtue

and a weakness. An advantage is its ability, of the headquarters unit in a multibusiness firm
(Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1994)? The princi-unlike theories of rational choice or theories of

environmental determinism, to explain both sta- pal function of the headquarters unit is, in the
current model, to regulate and govern organi-bility and change in response to changing

environmental conditions. Its disadvantage lies in zational attention.
Finally, the paper advances our understandingits relatively primitive state of theoretical devel-

opment, in the generality and high level of of firm strategy and behavior by emphasizing how
selective attention both facilitates and inhibitsabstraction of its mechanisms, and in the large

attentional demands it makes on the reader to perception and action. Previous attentional per-
spectives in the organization’s literature stressedprocess and integrate the wide variety of seem-

ingly disparate theories and constructs employed. the inhibitory aspects, as selective attention leads
to departures from the model of omniscientAs the title of this paper suggests, the theoretical

development of an attention-based view is still in rationality in economic theories of choice. But the
focusing of attention by organizational decision-its preliminary stages. Each of the mechanisms

presented in the model is quite general, and makers allows for enhanced accuracy, speed, and
maintenance of information-processing activities,allows for significant theoretical elaboration and

empirical testing. Given the multiple levels of facilitating perception and action for those activi-
ties attended to. Whether attentional processesanalysis and concepts employed here, research

based on an attentional perspective may rely on facilitate or inhibit organizational adaptation and
performance is contingent on whether the firm’smultiple methodologies including ethnographies,

case studies, historical analysis, field experiments, procedural and communication channels and
attention regulators focus and distribute the atten-content analysis, and computer simulations.

An attention-based view helps explain whether tion of organizational decision-makers in direc-
tions that are congruent with the firm’s environ-and how firms adapt to changing environments.

At one level, the theory provides an answer mental opportunities and constraints.
While an attention-based view of the firm cansimilar to organizational perspectives on the

enactment of the environment (Weick, 1979; Oca- bring together multiple dimensions and perspec-
tives into an explanation of firm behavior andsio, 1995)—adaptation to the changing environ-

ments depends on how firms enact their environ- strategy, it is not meant to replace the resource-
based view of the firm or competitive perspectivesment. Failures of adaptation are failures of

enactment, failures to successfully attend to the on corporate strategy. An attention-based view
cannot explain, by itself, the sources of the firm’srelevant issues and answers. This paper adds to

this explanation an emphasis on how the firm’s competitive advantage. Although it may help
illustrate sources of firm heterogeneity at anyattention structures and its procedural and com-
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Burgelman, R. (1994). ‘Fading memories: A processpoint in time, it cannot explain why firm hetero-
theory of strategic business exit in dynamic environ-geneity persists under competitive pressures. I ments’, Administrative Science Quarterly, 39,have argued that the channeling and distribution pp. 24–56.

of attention are central to the formulation and Burt, R. (1982). Toward a Structural Theory of Action:
Network Models of Social Structure, Perception, andimplementation of corporate strategy and that
Action. Academic Press, New York.attention structures and the deployment of pro-

Chandler, A. D. (1962). Strategy and Structure. MITcedural and communication channels can be a Press, Cambridge, MA.major source of the firm’s adaptive capabilities. Chandler, A. D. (1976). The Visible Hand: The Mana-
But a full understanding of competitive advantage gerial Revolution in American Business. Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, MA.and firm heterogeneity requires that we integrate
Child, J. (1972). ‘Organizational structure, environment,an attention-based view of the firm with resource
and performance: The role of strategic choice’, Soci-and industry perspectives to develop a dynamic ology, 6, pp. 2–22.theory of business strategy and value creation. Cialdini, R. B., C. A. Kallgren and R. R. Reno (1991).
‘A focus theory of normative conduct’, Advances in
Experimental Social Psychology, 24, pp. 201–234.
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